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Perfect conditions for seafood

Norway has a unique variety of great tasting seafood from our cold, clear waters. Harvested, caught and produced by the most experienced and committed people and with respect for the future of our planet. 


Origin matters















    

Recipes with Seafood from Norway
	
Norwegian skrei in a creamy pickled sauce
Cooking time50-60 min
Difficulty levelMedium






	
Norwegian skrei with bacon and peas a la Unstad
Cooking time50-60 min
Difficulty levelMedium






	
Norwegian skrei in salsa verde
Cooking time30-40 min
Difficulty levelEasy






	
Deep-fried Norwegian skrei belly with dulse, leeks and truffle seaweed mayonnaise
Cooking timeOver 60 min
Difficulty levelDifficult
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Explore all recipes



Explore Norwegian seafood

Dive into the world of Seafood from Norway. Learn all about the different species through useful information, recipes and tips on how to prepare delicious dishes.


	

Salmon

	

Cod

	

Clipfish

	

Saithe

	

Cold-water prawns


Explore more seafood






Want to read Stories from Norway?

Norwegian cod – explore a world of spice and variation




Innovating a new industry - Aquaculture




Click here to read more stories




Why should you choose Norwegian seafood?

The reasons are many, but if you want five short answers to that question, click on one of the links below.

	
Perfect conditions - for fish


	
We put our lives on the line


	
The gift keeps on giving


	
Keeping communities afloat


	
You get the best possible seafood










	


	


World-class seafood

The cold, clear waters of Norway combined with the finest craftsmanship and sustainable practices, brings you world-class seafood.

Click here to explore Seafood from Norway

Origin matters






Seafood from Norway is brought to you by the Norwegian Seafood CouncilContact us
mail@seafood.no

 

+47 77 60 33 33


Visiting adress
Norwegian seafood council

Stortorget 1

PO Box 6176

N-9291 Tromsø


Follow us on social media	
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